
VANCOUVER: Sirens scream non-stop through
the urban heart of Vancouver, as responders
race toward drug addicts overdosing-and dying
in such numbers that the city’s morgues are
full. This wealthy Pacific coast city is the bleak
epicenter of an opioid epidemic that has
claimed thousands of lives in Canada, while
next door in the United States, drug overdoses
are now the leading cause of accidental death.
“There’s not a single person down here that’s
chosen to be a junkie,” said Martin Steward, a
self-admitted drug user who manages a treat-
ment facility in Vancouver’s gritty Downtown
Eastside neighborhood where the crisis is con-
centrated. 

“Something happened in their lives: emo-
tional, mental, physical, that brought them to
where they are.” On the neighborhood’s
Hastings Street, blocks that were once bustling
with people are now emptier. “There are less
and less of the people I know here,” said Mary
Mootrey, who has lived in the area for 25 years,
pointing to a few milling around. “They’ve all
overdosed.” Authorities in British Columbia pre-
dict that 2016 will break all records for provin-
cial deaths from opioid overdoses, including
128 in November alone.

Officials had first declared an emergency in
the spring, as cheap synthetic fentanyl replaced
expensive heroin and soon became mixed into
most street drugs. A pill sells for as little as
Can$2 (US$1.50), said the 59-year-old Mootrey.
“I wish they’d all go into treatment,” she said of
the many addicts in her neighborhood. But
treatment facilities are full, with long waits to
get a spot. “There’s always been a problem
here,” said Steward, who manages a facility run
by the Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users. 

“But now the morgue’s full, they look at it
and say, we better do something.” The 44-year-
old has personal experience with addiction: a
cocaine user by age 12, he eventually found
himself  l iving on the streets in Montreal.
Steward said he now uses cocaine and heroin,
taking care to buy only from a known dealer
and never injecting alone, in case he overdoses.

Skid Row 
For decades, the Downtown Eastside, or

DTES, was where men broken by Canada’s
resource booms ended up in cheap hotels, each
with a pub on the ground floor. Over time, they
were joined by drug addicts from across Canada,
and the mentally ill left homeless when British
Columbia closed mental health institutions with-
out providing community housing as promised.
“A lot of people here are under care, and target-
ed by drug dealers,” said Neil Arao, manager of
Insite, North America’s only supervised injection
site, located in the DTES. 

He estimated at least 1,200 locals are both
mentally ill and addicted to drugs, though there
are no accurate numbers. Proposed solutions
range from decriminalizing hard drugs to pre-
scribing heroin to adding rehabilitation facilities.
Long term, experts and advocates agree, the
solution is to reduce the numbers of drug users
by solving issues that begin, for most, in child-
hood.  That’s a challenge compounded by British
Columbia’s child poverty rate of about 20 per-
cent, one of the highest in North America.

‘Like a trap’
The acute poverty and despair in the DTES is

a shocking sight in the heart of Vancouver, an
otherwise bustling and wealthy metropolis
where average home prices are nearly Can$1
million, according to the Canadian Real Estate
Association. It is “like a trap,” said Arao. “It’s hard
to escape it.” The numbers are stark. The Insite
supervised injection center serves about 700
drug users a day, Arao said. In the past, one or
two overdosed each day but in recent weeks it’s
up to 15 per day.

The emergency room at St Paul’s hospital has
handled more than 6,000 overdose patients so
far this year, said physician Nadia Fairbairn.
“Vancouver is right in the middle of the crisis,”
she said. In December, officials launched a
mobile overdose clinic in the Downtown
Eastside, staffed by emergency and addiction
physicians. Agencies have also set up rooms,
and even tents in alleys, staffed by trained vol-

unteers equipped with some 18,000 kits distrib-
uted by the government.  Each contains
injectable naloxone, which quickly counters the
effect of most opioids.

Most policy experts agree there is little
prospect for stopping the supply of cheap syn-
thetic opioids. Authorities say most are shipped
from China, and mixed in Canada with other
drugs or pressed into pills. Synthetic opioids are
also available on the internet, with sites advertis-
ing discreet mail order shipments. Asked to
describe the situation, Arao said to call it a “crisis”
implies there will be an end.  “I’m wondering if
this is now our normal,” he said. —AFP

PARIS: A 10-day-old French baby died
on Dec 21 after getting a dose of a
product used to treat Vitamin D defi-
ciencies, said a French medical safety
watchdog body late on Monday. The
French body said it had not yet estab-
lished the links between the death of
the child - who suffered a cardio-respi-

ratory attack - and the ingestion of the
‘Uvesterol D’ product, developed by the
Crinex laboratory. “Investigations are
under way to establish the precise
cause of death and to see if it could be
linked to Uvesterol D,” said the French
medical safety watchdog in a state-
ment. — Reuters
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HANOI: A Vietnamese man has had scissors
removed from his abdomen which were left
behind during surgery 18 years ago, after
reporting a stomachache that was nearly two
decades in the making. Ma Van Nhat, now 54,
underwent surgery in 1998 after a car accident
and only recently discovered that doctors had
left an unwelcome gift behind when they closed
him up. Doctors discovered the 15-centimetre
(six-inch) scissors near his colon after a recent
ultrasound.  He had a three-hour operation at
the weekend to remove the scissors, according
to Ngo Trung Thang, deputy head of general

affairs at Gang Thep Thai Nguyen hospital, 80
kilometers (50 miles) north of Hanoi.  

“He is recovering well,” Thang told AFP yes-
terday. Nhat had spent nearly two decades
“eating, drinking and having a pretty normal
life”, according to Suc Khoe va Doi Song news
site,  the off icial  mouthpiece of Vietnam’s
health ministry. The ultrasound that discov-
ered the scissors only came about after Nhat
reported stomach pains.  Officials said they
were searching for the doctors who performed
surgery in Bac Kan province in 1998, but have
not yet tracked down any culprits. — AFP

VANCOUVER, British Columbia : An ambulance delivers a patient to a mobile emergency facility in Vancouver’s Downtown
Eastside. — AFP photos

NEW YORK: Drugs recently approved
around the world to fight cancer increased
patients’ overall survival, but benefits vary
depending on the drug, a new study
shows. Researchers looked at the 62 can-
cer drugs approved in the US and Europe
between 2003 and 2013 and found they
extended survival by an average of about
3.5 months. But nearly a third of the drugs
lacked evidence to suggest they increased
survival when compared to alternative
treatments.

“Our results point to the notion that
new cancer treatments may not always
provide patients with greater clinical ben-
efits, or lower risks, over existing treat-
ments,” wrote senior researcher Dr Elias
Mossialos,  of the London School of
Economics and Political Science, in an
email to Reuters Health. The risk-benefit
ratio of new drugs is especially important
if people are concerned, for example,
about whether the cost of a drug would
make it difficult for a person to complete
the treatment regimen.

Writing in JAMA Oncology, Mossialos
and colleagues point to growing questions
about the value of new cancer medicines.
While the drugs’ high costs may be a barri-
er to access, they note, some people argue
the high prices are justified if the treat-
ments offer large benefits. A lack of solid
data on new drugs’ benefits and risks
makes it difficult to evaluating their value.
For the 62 medicines they wanted to
study, the researchers found data from
England, France and Australia evaluating
53 drugs. Nearly 80 percent were tied to
improvements in survival, quality of life or
safety. The drugs increased survival - with

or without recurrence - by about 3.5
months on average, compared to other
treatments available in 2003.

Thyroid cancer
Twenty-three drugs were individually

tied to an increase in survival of three
months or more. Six drugs extended sur-
vival by less than three months. Eight
drugs increased survival by an unknown
amount. And for 16 of the approved drugs,
there was no evidence to suggest they
were better than alternative treatments at
extending survival. The researchers point
out in an email that overall survival bene-
fits differed by the type of drug. For exam-
ple, drugs for thyroid cancer were tied to
no increase in overall survival, while drugs
to treat breast cancer were linked to an
average increase of about 8.5 months.
Twenty-two of the drugs were tied to an
improved quality of life, but 24 were linked
to worse patient safety, which include side
effects and whether a person could toler-
ate the treatment. 

The researchers write in their email that
they extending the study to look at newer
drugs. They are also working to link their
evidence with the cost of individual medi-
cines. Mossialos said the study should
remind people of the importance of the
relationship between doctors and
patients. He said, “Patients should work
with their physicians to consider all avail-
able evidence that exists in support of
individual treatments, and use this along-
side any inputs from their clinician to iden-
tify the treatment that would best corre-
spond with their own medical and person-
al circumstances.” —Reuters

Life-extending capacity of
new cancer drugs varies widely

BEIJING: A former official of China’s Food
and Drug Administration has been jailed
for taking bribes from vaccine manufactur-
ers, reports said yesterday, in a case with
echoes of a major scandal that rocked the
Asian country last year.   Yin Hongzhang,
the former deputy director of the adminis-
tration’s drug testing center, received a 10-
year sentence and was fined 500,000 yuan
for taking bribes to help vaccine manufac-
turers gain approval for their drugs, China’s
Legal Evening News newspaper said.

His wife and son earlier received prison
sentences for participating in the scheme
and accepting property and bribes worth
3.56 million yuan ($510,000), including
ivory products worth 180,000 yuan, it said.
Yin was taken into custody in April 2015
and charged with taking payouts in rela-
tion to four biotech firms’ efforts to obtain
government permits for a variety of vac-
cines, including for SARS and avian flu. The

sentence follows the March revelation of a
massive vaccine scandal that enraged the
Chinese public.

That case involved the improper stor-
age, transport and sale of tens of millions
of dollars’ worth of vaccines-many of them
expired. No one was believed to have been
harmed, but the story still provoked out-
rage in a country where families, who were
long limited to one child by government
policy, fiercely protect their offspring.
Public fury erupted after a report revealed
that information about the case had been
suppressed by authorities, who had arrest-
ed two key suspects nearly a year earlier.

From 2010, the pair,  a mother and
daughter from Shandong province in east-
ern China, sold 25 different kinds of expired
or improperly stored vaccines worth more
than 570 million yuan ($88 million), the
official Xinhua news agency reported at
the time. — AFP

Chinese official sentenced
10 years in vaccine scandal

Canada faces deadly
fentanyl overdose crisis
‘There’s not a single person down here that’s chosen to be a junkie’

Baby dies after taking product
to treat Vitamin D deficiency

SYDNEY: A young woman was bitten by
a wild green snake at an Australian zoo,
paramedics said yesterday, a year after a
keeper was attacked by a tiger at the
same popular tourist attraction. The
woman, in her mid-20s, was treated by
paramedics at Australia Zoo, which was
founded by the family of the late
“Crocodile Hunter” star Steve Irwin, and
taken to hospital where she was in a sta-
ble condition, a spokesman for
Queensland Ambulance Service said.

“This afternoon a guest accidentally
stood on a wild snake in our Wetlands
area,” Australia Zoo, on Queensland
state’s Sunshine Coast, said in a
Facebook post. “The snake was identi-
fied as a green tree snake, which are a
common occurrence in the Wetlands, as
it is the perfect environment for their
favorite food, frogs.” The zoo added that

the reptile was not venomous and it was
the first time a guest had been bitten by
a snake there. “Happy to report guest
and snake are both just fine,” Irwin’s wife
Terri added on Twitter.

The Green Tree Snake is found in
coastal and sub-coastal regions in north-
ern and eastern Australia. It is arboreal
and grows to about two meters (6.5
feet). In January last year, an Australia
Zoo keeper received wounds on his fore-
head and wrist as well as scratches to his
body after being attacked by a male
Sumatran tiger. Last month, a 77-year-
old man died a week after being bitten
in his Queensland home by a coastal
taipan, the world’s third-most venomous
snake. Despite Australia being home to
20 of the world’s 25 most venomous
snakes, deaths from bites are rare. —AFP

Woman bitten by 
snake at Aussie zoo

Scissors pulled from Vietnam man’s
stomach 18 years after surgery

VANCOUVER, British Columbia : Martin Steward, shift manager and
a heroin user himself, illustrates how to draw heroin or fentanyl into
a clean syringe at the office of the Vancouver Area Network of Drug
Users (VANDU).

VANCOUVER, British Columbia : An ambulance delivers a patient to a
mobile emergency facility in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

VANCOUVER, British Columbia : Martin
Steward, shift manager and a heroin user, at
the office of the Vancouver Area Network of
Drug Users.

THAI NGUYEN, Vietnam : This picture shows a pair of scissors which was removed from a
patient’s abdomen after being left behind during a surgery 18 years ago, at a clinic in the
northern Vietnamese city of Thai Nguyen. —AFP


